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The opinions expressed and articles published in ‘The Wanganui Tramper’ are not  

necessarily the views of the Wanganui Tramping Club Inc. 
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From the Editor 
Summer has gone but there is much to look forward to over winter. We have 
our Mid Winter Dinner (see page 59), the Old Timers’ get together (see page 

18) , a quiz night (May 19) as well as the usual great array of tramps. Our 
AGM will be  held on Wednesday 6 June which is also the closing date of 
the annual photographic competition. Hunt through those trip photos  for 
your best photos ( see competition rules page 10). 
 
  Remember that any contribution for the Tramper can be  emailed to Jeanette 

at:     jvprier9@gmail.com 

 

   No email? Handwritten contributions are perfectly 

acceptable.  
 

  You can check our website at: 
        

        www.wanganuitrampingclub.net 

      

  Jeanette Prier 

Cover: Mangapapa Station, Waitotara Valley 
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The Wanganui Tramper 
Official Magazine of the Wanganui Tramping Club (Inc.) 

P.O. Box 7324 

WANGANUI 4541 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  Autumn is with us - I love this time of  the year for tramping, clear 
mornings and not too hot. 
 
  Daylight Saving has finished which means we will be home earlier on those 
longer tramps. We won't mention the possible early starts. 
 
  Over the summer months much has been happening within the Club, both 
locally and further afield. It’s great to see groups visiting a variety of  places, 
some groups having one or more trips a year. 
 

  'All booked out in advance' you may well say.  Then, if  you would like to 
tramp in a particular area, perhaps consider planning a trip of  your own. 
Make enquiries. All trips evolve from an idea – begin your planning with the 
end in mind. Tramping Club members are a great source of  helpful 
information. 
 
  The weather was again perfect for pine clearing in March. Combining with 
the Hutt Valley Tramping Club made for a pleasant, satisfying and social 
weekend. 
 
  Mangaturuturu Hut's 60th Birthday weekend has coincided with the Ring 

Of  Fire round-the-mountain marathon event. We hope all went smoothly 
and no trails of  destruction were left behind (by either party!) 
 
The AGM will be upon us very soon. This is the time to make your 
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contribution to the running of  the Club. Nomination forms will be available 
at the April and May meeting nights. These need to be with our Secretary, 
Frances Gibbons, or posted to PO Box 7324, before our AGM on 6 June. 

The change to the constitution (“Rules”) will be presented and open for 
discussion at the AGM. The changes are mainly modernising the wording. 
 
  With the help of  Year 9 students from Collegiate School, a very successful 
day was held spreading shellrock on the tracks at Waitahinga. These students 
worked like real troopers and I can see some budding marathon runners 
amongst them. 
 
  Enjoy tramping in these coming cooler months and stay safe. 
 

Margret McKinnon 

CONCERN OVER TAC PARKING RESTRICTIONS 
 The Wanganui Tramping Club committee has written to DOC to express its 
concern at the restrictions imposed on parking for the Tongariro Alpine 
Crossing. 
  The committee said: "While we appreciate that the restrictions are an 
attempt to deal with the congestion on the TAC, we feel the four-hour 
parking limit (from Labour Weekend to April 30) is unfair on those who 

wish to tramp in the Mangetepopo or Ketetahi areas.  
  "We wonder if this restriction on access is in accord with the National Parks 
Act. 
  "We concur with the Taupo Tramping Club who are quoted in the 
December 2017 edition of Wilderness magazine as saying they go on a 
number of tramps from the Mangatepopo end of the Tongariro Alpine 
Crossing that take a lot longer than four hours, and that provision should be 
made for local trampers, perhaps a dispensation from the parking restrictions 
for Tramping Club vans -- perhaps a window sticker could be provided 
indicating such a dispensation. 
  "We are sure the department does not wish to discriminate against genuine 

trampers (as opposed to tourists and day-trippers), however we feel that the 
one-size-fits-all approach does just that.         
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Club Nights  
Club Nights are held on the first Wednesday of each month 

(except January). Meetings are held 

in the Hunters & Deerstalkers Hall, 100  Peat Street at 7-30pm 
 

Club Night Programme 
For details of the Club Night programme please see              

“Scroggin” column in the Wanganui Midweek newspaper (generally the 
week before).  All are welcome. 

Pleased to Meet You! 
  New Members 

 
Alan Cave, Doug Allan, Janice Handley, Benjamin Scott-
Luff, Richard Raynor and Margaret Stratford. 
 
   Our membership database needs to have the correct 
information so we can keep our members informed and up to 
date. If there are any changes to your contact details please 
let Barbara Gordon (membership, ph 348 9149) or Dorothy 
Symes (treasurer, ph 345 7039) know as soon as possible. 

Copy for the  

August 2018 Issue of  the  

Wanganui Tramper  
to the Editor by  

July 16th 2018 
(Earlier appreciated) 

Thank You! - Jeanette 
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TRAMPER ADVERTISEMENTS 

The club is very grateful for the generous support from our advertisers. All 
are now acknowledged on the club website with a link to their website. 
Members, you are urged to support them.                                                                                                                    

OUT THERE DOING IT! 
 

Boots, Packs, Clothing,  

Sleeping Bags, Dried Food,  
Coleman’s, Camping Accessories. 

 

Seldom beaten on  

Written Quotations 
 

64 Carlton Avenue 

Wanganui 4500 
 

(Cnr Jackson & Alma Roads) 
 

PH: 06 348 0400      FAX: 06 348 0410 
 

EMAIL:  
wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz 

Thankyou 

mailto:wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz
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  Club Activities 

MIDWEEK 

Wednesdays:  A more challenging midweek day tramp is offered weekly, planned by 

rostered leaders.  

Coordinated by: 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899, email mjmckinnon@xtra.co.nz 

 

Thursdays:  A tramp every second Thursday.  No bush bashing, generally over better 

tracks and a little easier. Planned and led by Earle Turner.  

Coordinated by:  

Val Cowan 345 0456, email otterval@gmail.com 

Coming months’ Thursday trips will be on the following dates: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT2’s (the second Thursday walk):  Alternate Thursday mornings. 

Leader Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 will advise the meeting 

place and time.  Easy, ideal for the more senior member / 

recovering from injury / or for that extra walk with companions. 

 

 

WEEKENDS 

 

Overnight/multi-day tramps are advertised in Tramper 

along with the leader’s contact details. 

 

 

 

 

Weekend DAY Tramps:  Ask to be on the email list if you are interested in Saturday 

or Sunday day trips.  Contact Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

   

                

Mountain Biking:  Mountain bike trips are held from time to time.  Enquiries to 

Mark Kennedy  343 1135 or 027 757 1888 

 

 Tuesday Biking (BOMBS): Depart from the 

 I-Site 9.00am Tuesdays. Ask to be on the 

email list. 

 Contact Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 

May 10 & 24 June 7 & 21 

July  5 & 19  August 2 & 16 
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PLANNERS EYE CHANGES ON POUAKAI CROSSING 

  Watch out for big changes on the Pouakai Crossing in Egmont National 
Park. The 18.4km crossing, running from the North Egmont visitor centre to 
the Mangorei Road end, traverses the RMT, Ahukawakawa swamp and the 

Pouakai Range. It is being touted as the "next Tongariro Alpine 
Crossing" (see Wilderness magazine April 2018), though given the crowding 

issues there this would surely be a dubious distinction.  
  A new car park and toilet facilities are planned by next summer for the 
Mangorei Road end, at the national park entrance. On the track itself 
upgrading is scheduled on boggy sections between the swamp and Pouakai 
Range and on slip sites on the RMT, drawing on around $3.4m allocated to 
DOC over a four year period for track upgrades and interpretation. 
  DOC says the crossing could also be re-rerouted from the swamp up a 
gentler ridge to the tarn on the Pouakai Range, creating an easier walk and 

shortening the crossing by 2.5km. This section would be boardwalked to 
avoid long-term maintenance issues. 
  The economic potential of the crossing as a premier one day walk in the 
region has caught the attention of Taranaki tourism interests and is also 
short-listed by DOC as a potential new Great Walk. Exciting times ahead 
but challenges to ensure this crossing escapes issues dogging the TAC. 
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TRAMPING TUCKER  
 

BY UNCLE HAL 

Rice custard by Irene Back  
 

  Cook rice as usual in water or water/milk powder, 
mix, (no sugar). Add instant pudding already beaten 

but not quite set. Pop back onto fire to keep warm.  
From the club's recipe book.  

  

   Mangaturuturu Hut from Yesteryear 

The Photo above is of Bob Kennedy standing outside Mangaturuturu Hut at Easter 

1968 (50 years ago). At the time Bob was then a member of the Wellington Catholic 

Tramping Club.  

Recently he sent letter and a copy of the photo to Kevon Durkan the now secretary 

of the Golden Bay Alpine and Tramping Club for Brian Sixtus. Brian has moved 

recently in to that area. We were able to take the correspondence and photo to him 

on our club trip to Takaka at the end of March just gone. 
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PHOTO COMPETITION  2018 

This year’s deadline is Wednesday 6 June 2018 (the AGM meeting night) 

 
This year all entries shall be received as electronic image files.  There is no 
need to print off any images. 
 
Ways to submit your entries:  

a) On a memory stick 

b) Using a link to a dropbox (or similar) site with the link emailed to 
 Basil Hooper 

c) Emailing image as an attachment directly to Basil Hooper. (Make 
sure your software does not downsize your image with this method.) 

 

Baz’s email address   bas.hooper@xtra.co.nz 
 
Please don't leave it to the last minute to send your photographs. If there is 
spare time I can try to remedy any issues with them.  The images will be 
judged on a screen that takes an image size of at least 1920 x 1080 pixels. It 
is in your interest to present the images at least as big as that. 
 
If possible, rename images with your proposed title. And include in 
associated documentation your name, the class you are in, and the category 
of the entry. 

 
There are two classes: Novice and Open - entrants who have previously won 
a category in Novice will be in the Open class. 
 
RULES 
1)  All entrants must be financial members of the club in the year up to 
 that point. 
 
2) All photographs must have been taken by the member submitting 

them, and taken on club or private mountain biking outings and 
tramping trips within the previous two years. 

 
3) Entries must not have been entered in any previous club competition. 
 
4) Limit of two images per category per person (total of eight images). 
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CATEGORIES 

Human Interest - Anything that involves people 

 

Pictorial  - Landscapes, views etc. People can be included but 
   not dominate the image. 

 

Natural History within NZ  –  Landforms, flora and fauna etc.  
(Defined as: non-domestic life forms, geological and 
meteorological features etc - must not contain features 
of human intervention.) 

 
And special subject for this year: 

 

Water in Motion  – Limited by your imagination!! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

COMMEMORATION 

For the last couple of years we have been thinking of a way to commemorate 
the late Margaret Walford in the context of this competition.  We have 
decided to annually create a photo book from the images submitted in the 
competition. The book will have a copy archived for history and another 
printed for the library. No doubt we can have extra copies printed for 
interested members.  
 
So when you are choosing images for this competition, also think of the big 
picture of creating a pictorial history of the club and choose your images 
accordingly.  The judge will be aware of this criterion.  The winning image 
of each category shall be printed full page. 
 
Like the currently archived club newsletters, with time these photo books 
will create an important historical resource.  The photo book shall be named 

in honour of Margaret Walford. 

 
Organiser: Basil Hooper  ph    346 5597 

                                     Email  bas.hooper@xtra.co.nz 
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Tramping Trips 
Confirming your place 
For ALL trips, you must phone the leader to confirm your place on the trip. 
For day trips the latest you can phone the leader is 7pm the night before the 
trip. For weekend trips phone by Wednesday evening. 
 
What you will need 
Good waterproof clothing including leggings or over-trousers is  
necessary. Woolen balaclava or hat and suitable mittens or gloves are 
essential for mountain trips. 
   You should carry your own immediate first aid supplies. Check with the 
leader for more details of what is required for the trip. Take lunches for each 
day, and your drink requirements, plus emergency chocolate, sweets and/or 
scroggin. On overnight (s) trips, all other food is supplied by the leader. 
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Rules For Those Leading Tramps  
The destination and brief location, plus the list of participants, is to 
be placed on the notice board at the club rooms before leaving. 

These details must also be emailed to the four PLB contacts: 
 
russelladonaldson@outlook.com   (Russell Donaldson) 
btwtcvaux@slingshot.co.nz  (Bruce Thomas) 
tiger2@slingshot.co.nz  (Earle Turner) 
dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz  (Dorothy Symes) 
barbarajgordon@xtra.co.nz (Barbara Gordon) 
 

Need help? We have a list template – ask Barbara or Dorothy.   
For leaders without computers/email, phone details to  
Barbara 348 9149 or Dorothy 345 7039.   

 

May to August 2018 Club Activities 
  Note:  Trip cost estimates are based on 7 cents per kilometre 

 

May 5-6   As both vans are in Hawke's Bay on a BOMBs cycle trip, there is 

  no scheduled tramp this weekend. 

 

May 12-13   Kelly Knights Hut   Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Sun   Shane hoped to get to Purity Hut in the western Ruahine but access 

  issues continue so he has switched to Kelly Knights Hut which is in 

  the same area. This is a rarely visited hut with scope to visit nearby 

  Pourangaki Hut or climb up to the tops. If there is a problem with 

  Kelly Knights, Shane has a Plan B. 

Mod         Approx cost $23 + hut fees 

 

May 12-13  Taranaki Weekend    Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat-Sun    Dave's Taranaki weekend is usually in October but given the 

  unpredictable weather that month he has moved it to May. It will 

  be the same format -- a do it yourself day in New Plymouth on the 

  Saturday and joining in a day tramp with New Plymouth Tramping 

  Club on the Sunday. Overnight in a tourist park. Always a fun 

  weekend. 

Easy/mod  Cost to be calculated 

 

May 19    Quiz Night      Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat           Our annual quiz is again scheduled in May to avoid clashing with 

  All Black games in June. So there's no excuse for not fronting up. A 

  record turnout last year filled the hall. Make up a team of four in 
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  advance or on the night. Lots of laughs and a good supper. 7.30pm 

  start. 

 

May 19 or 20  Waverley Beach   Shane Wilson 344 5656 / 027 391 8144 

Sat or Sun    Shane will make his maiden appearance as a leader guiding the 

  group from Waverley Beach down to the Waitotara River and back 

  looking at blowholes and a partly-submerged totara forest. We may 

  even see seals. Always a good walk. 

Easy/mod      Approx cost $8 

 

May 26-27  Rangipo Hut via Tukino Ski Field and Whangaehu River     

      Mike Cole 344 7275 / 021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun       An alternative way into Rangipo hut, a bit longer but much more 

  interesting. We will navigate down the Whangaehu River and 

  rejoin the normal route there. On the way out may also try an 

  alternative route to locate the bund preventing lahars from the 

  Whangaehu valley getting into the Tongariro River. 

Mod              Approx cost $30 + hut fees 

 

June 2-4   Eastern Tararua  

   Dave Scoullar 343 2836  Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Mon   A long weekend and Dave and Shane plan a crossover involving 
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  Cow Creek and Mitre Flats huts. This will be a nostalgia trip for 

  old-timers and a taster for newer trampers of the allure of the 

  Tararua Range. Some climbing but mostly walking beside rivers. 

Mod          Cost to be calculated 

 

June 9 or 10 Palmy Circuit     Margret McKinnon 344 3899 

Sat or Sun   Val Wackrow, our Palmerston North-domiciled past president, will 

  lead us on a 26km circuit around her city, taking in reserves and 

  river walkways. A new trip which will provide fresh insights on our 

  near neighbour. She'll choose the better day weather-wise. 

Mod            Approx cost $12 

 

June 13      Trips meeting     Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Wed             Do you have a trip you would like the club to run? A special place 

  you want to re-visit? Don't keep it to yourself, phone Dave or come 

  along to 7 Wairere Rd at 7.30pm and tell us about it as we plan 

  club trips for September to December. 

 

June 16-17   Roaring Stag Lodge     Shane Wilson 344 5656 

Sat-Sun       Join Shane as he takes us into his favourite hut in the Tararua, 

  Roaring Stag Lodge situated beside the Ruamahanga River. The 

  walk from the Putara Rd end is about four hours through beautiful 

  bush and just one climb. A good entry level hut for new members. 

Mod             Approx cost $29 + hut fees 

 

June 23 or 24   Deerfoot Track     Dave Scoullar 343 2836 

Sat or Sun    Enjoy a tramp in the western Ruahine on a circuit track through 

  beautiful bush. The Deerfoot Track is a good entry level track and 

  also suitable for family groups. Dave will choose the better day 

  weather-wise. 

Easy/mod      Approx $20 

 

June 30        Pot luck/games night          Julie and Trevor Kearse 345 0142 

Sat                If you want a relaxing night out in a grand house, come to 1 

  Parsons St at 6pm and enjoy a shared meal followed by games. 

  Mine hosts Julie and Trevor Kearse always provide a fun night. 

 

June 30 or July 1 Paekakariki Escarpment      

    Esther Williams 347 8456 Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

Sat or Sun   It's time to tackle the escarpment again with the usual suspects in 

  charge. Connect with the train so bring your Gold Card, if you 

  have one.  

Mod              Approx cost $17 plus ice cream/drink money 
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July 7 or 8   Cafe Tramp      Sandra Rogers 348 7630      

Sat or Sun   Sandra will introduce us to the Stairs of Lindos. Prepare for steps 

  but also great views of Palmerston North, She may do something 

  else, depending on the time available. Expect the mandatory cafe 

  visit. 9am start. She'll choose the better day weather-wise. 

Easy            Approx cost $12 

 

July 14 or 15   Lovely Waterfall    Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Sat or Sun    We will visit a lovely waterfall off the RTM track from Tukino 

   Skifield Rd. There will be an option B for weather. 

Mod               Cost to be calculated. 

 

July 14       Club Dinner   

Sat   Esther Williams 347 8456, Dorothy Symes 027 256 4665 

               The annual club dinner in the Laird Park Bowling Club rooms has 

  a country and western theme this year. Dressing up is optional but 

  adds to the fun. The leaders will sort out dishes to be brought. The 

  fun starts at 6pm. 

 

July 21 or 22   Mangaehuehu Hut    Bruce Thomas 345 6532 

Sat or Sun   Join Bruce for lunch in Mangaehuehu hut in Tongariro National 

  Park, a pleasant walk, mostly flat. There may be a bit of snow 

  around to make this picturesque tramp even more lovely. He will 

  choose better day weather-wise. 

Easy/mod    Approx cost $18       

 

July 28 or 29  Winter TAC    Esther Williams 347 8456 

Sat or Sun    Esther has taken more people over the Tongariro Alpine Crossing 

  than anyone in our club and she's at it again.  Winter is a special 

  time for this crossing, but you have to be properly equipped and 

  have the skills to handle the conditions. She will choose the better 

  day weather-wise.  

Mod/fit          Approx cost $26 

 

August 4-5  Alpine Hut Whakapapa Ski Field  

     Mike Cole 344 7275 / 021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun   Stay at NZAC Ruapehu Hut Saturday night at 2000m, only a 

  couple of hours climb from the Top of the Bruce car park, then do 

  whatever from there. Probably carry on up to Crater Lake on one 

  of the days, which is another two hours. This is a good trip for 

  newbies as the terrain is fairly easy. You need to have completed a 

  snow craft course. Mike needs to know early the numbers coming 

  so he can book the hut. 

Mod        Approx cost $60, Junior $35 
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August 5   Old Timers' Afternoon   Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

Sun          Back by popular demand, the old timers' afternoon will this time 

  be at the home of club treasurer Dorothy Symes, 77a Liverpool 

  St, from 2-4pm. Ex-members also welcome. To help with  

  catering, call Dorothy by August 1 if you plan to come. 

 

August 11-12  Gourmet Meal Weekend     Dave Scoullar/Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

Sat-Sun    This weekend of eating (and some walking) is now a club tradition. 

  The venue this year will be Omaru hut on the Matemateaonga 

  Track. Talk to the leaders and they will negotiate your  

  contributions to the splendid evening meal. 

Easy          Approx cost $28 + hut fees 

 

August 18-19   Waipakihi Hut     Tracey Hooper 3465597 

Sat-Sun   This will hopefully be a blue sky, soft powdery snow trip into the 

  Kaimanawa Rage. We sure hope so because there's no better place 

  to be if these conditions are met. 

Mod         Cost to be calculated. 

 

August 25-26  Poutaki Hut     Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Sat-Sun     Shane missed out on reaching this isolated hut last year so he's 

  keen to get there this time.  It's a four-bunker in the Gwavas 

  Conservation Area, Central Hawke's Bay. As far as we are aware 

  this is the first club trip there, so join the pioneers. And it’s a no-

  charge hut! 

Mod           Approx cost $37 

Paying Your Club  Subscriptions 
 
Club subscriptions do not become due until after the 6 June AGM.  Please 
do not pay your subscription until you receive the subscription request 
notice. These notices will be issued mid-July and will be for the year 1 July 
2018 to 30 June 2019.  There will be options and different methods of 
payment in the notice. 

 

Dorothy Symes 
Treasurer 
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CLUB MOURNS LIFE MEMBER DERICK 
  

 The club lost a life member with the death of Frederick Herbert (Derick) 

Matthews on 23 April. He was 89. Derick, who died peacefully in his sleep 
at Jane Winstone Retirement Village, had been badly affected by a stroke 
suffered last year which had meant he could not return to his beloved 
Glendalla Farm in Kaukatea Valley Rd, Okoia. 
  The death of his wife, Cecily, also had a big impact. Married for 60 years, 
they were a real partnership and both were made life members at the same 
time. 
  Derick will be particularly remembered for his service with Whanganui 
search and rescue in which he played a leading role. He had a compass 
course on his farm which was 
used on exercises by club 

members. 
  He was also prominent when 
Tom Luff organised members to 
carry a replacement stove into 
Mangaturuturu Hut. A huge load, 
done up in units for carrying in, 
was taken to the mountain in 
Derick's old Bedford truck. 
  A lover of old farm machinery, 
Derick compiled a huge collection 
at his property. He was the father 

of Paul, Tony, Shirna, Mark and 
Simon, grandad of eight and great
-grandad of one. 

Derick Matthews breathes life into the 

Mangatuturturu Hut thermette in 1987 

MYRTLE RUST CLOSES TRACKS  
 The Mt Karioi summit tracks, near Raglan, have been closed following a 
confirmed finding of myrtle rust. The fungus was discovered on a vine rata 
(Metrosideros diffusa) by DOC staff performing surveillance while undertaking seed 
collection work. A team is determining the scale of this infestation. 
 Since it was first discovered on mainland New Zealand in May 2017 myrtle 
rust has become widespread through much of the North Island. This is the 
second finding on public conservation land, following confirmation of 
myrtle rust on Mt Messenger in Taranaki a month ago. 
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From our archives… October 1990 

WRECK GUIDE TO GLACIER PROGRESS 
  Department of Conservation staff in Tongariro National Park have found 
wreckage of a plane invaluable in tracking a glacier's progress. Ohakune-
based officer Rob McCallum says the wreckage of the 1951 RNZAF Consul 
crash, embedded in the Mangatoetoenui Glacier, on the eastern slopes of Mt 
Ruapehu, is slowly being released from the glacier's icy grip.  
  They are able to track the glacier's progress by measuring the distance of 
heavier parts of wreckage from the original crash site. Three air force 

personnel died in the crash of the of the Consul, known as an Oxford in its 
wartime role of a light bomber.  

May 2018 Quiz 
 

1. Name the most widespread tree species in the Tararua Range 

2. A sign at Waiinu Beach says taking ventifacts is illegal. What are they? 

3. What is sometimes called the New Zealand begonia but is actually in the nettle  

   family? 

4. In what era were white sulphur-crested cockatoos introduced to the Sutherland's  

   Bush area? 

5. What is a community of ants called? 

6. How many degrees is NE on a compass with north at nil degrees? 

7. Which NZ bird means "ray of sunshine" in Maori? 

8. What is our commonest large tree which begins as an epiphyte? 

9. What is the kea's only natural enemy? 

10. What do you get if you cross an owl with a skunk? 

              Answers below 

QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. Kamahi 

2. Wind-sculpted stones 

3. Parataniwha 

4. Late 1890s 

5. A colony 

6. 45 degrees 

7. Hihi (stitchbird) 

8. Northern Rata 

9. Falcon 

10. A bird that smells awful but doesn't give a hoot 
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Cycle Safety 
 
With the increasing numbers of cyclists on our Tuesday rides, safety is 

paramount. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is a reminder of what we all should be practising. 

 

· Be visible – wear bright clothing and/or have reflectors on your bike 

 

· Keep left 

· Obey the road rules at traffic lights and intersections 

 

· Ride single file on country roads 

 

· SPACE  -  don’t get too close to others 

 

· Use clear hand signals – tell the cars and other cyclists where you are 

going 

 

· If numbers are large, split into groups of about 5 or 6.  Stagger the 

groups, plenty of space between the groups for cars to pull in 

between if necessary 

 

· Periodically stop and regroup 

 

· Keep an eye on those at the back of the peloton 

 

· Concentrate.  It’s so easy to be distracted by chat and scenery! 
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BOMBS Report  
May 2018 
 

With the autumnal change we have been fortunate enough only to have had one day 

when the weather was too wet for our Tuesday cycling.  E-bikes are becoming 

increasingly popular with many within the group now making the change.  We 

continue to have good numbers attending and have 24 booked in for our trip over to 

cycle three Napier trails on 6-8th May. 
 

In the next few months we plan to do trails in the following areas: Manawatu, Kapiti 

and New Plymouth.  We will plan further overnight trips when we get back into the 

warmer weather. 
 

In the meantime, safe and happy cycling 

Carolyn Shingleton 

 

 

 

South Island Cycle Trails 
Scribe: Carolyn Shingleton 

 

   On 1 February, nine of us embarked on over 400km of cycling in the South Island.   
    

Otago Rail Trail – 152km:  It rained all night and in the morning the temperature had 

plummeted from 33C to 10C. Yes, Cyclone Fehi was on its way.  What a great 

way to start the first of our cycle trails.  My last time on the ORT I had Cyclone 

Debbie (I must be jinxed on this trail) and knew this wasn’t going to be easy. Maybe 

it had something to do with the Blood Moon again!  The weather became 

progressively worse throughout the day, not much fun in the rain, wind and sleet.  

Despite thoughts of asking the Cycle Company to come and collect us at Hyde, we 

soldiered on, arriving  at Waipiata very cold, dirty and shivering.  Our hosts at the 

B&B were lovely.  Hot chicken and vege soup was waiting and a roaring fire going - 

what a difference from 24 hours ago.  The husband took all our dirty gear, put it 

through the washer/dryer, cleaned our bikes, bike bags and seat covers, and dried 

everything by a fire in another room so we could start off fresh in the 

morning.  Southern hospitality – incredible!   Weather slowly improved the following 
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day, but it still remained very cold.  We completed the ORT – three days of biking 

followed by these trails next day: 
   

 Alexandra River Anniversary Trail - 12km:  Wow this was amazing. After a slow 

ride on the ORT a couple of us just hooned it through this track.  Talk about being 

young kids again! There were a couple of fallen trees (result of last week’s storm) to 

contend with. Helen made lifting the bikes over these trees look easy – it wasn’t! 

  

  Roxburgh Gorge Trail - 21km biking plus 13km boat trip:  Very challenging with 

tight switchbacks, zig zag climbs and big drop-offs from the trail to the gorge below.  

It was a very hot day and the scenery was incredible. The 13km boat ride required to 

pass the middle section of the trail was amazing. Our skipper was so informative on 

the Chinese Gold Rush days and pointed out their homes built of schist in the cliff 

faces, all very well preserved.      

   

 Clutha Gold Trail - 73km:  We spent two shorter days on this trail even though it 

was reasonably flat, and spent some time at Millers Flat to catch up on washing etc. 

Not a lot at Millers Flat but they had a masseuse which one of our team took 

advantage of.  The second day was wet so when we reached Lawrence in our 

‘drowned’ state, again southern hospitality came to the fore and the café let us 

change in their bathrooms.  Later that afternoon we travelled by Intercity bus to 

Cromwell and then continued on to the West Coast to start the West Coast 

Wilderness Trail at Ross. 
    

West Coast Wilderness Trail - 132km:  Lots of roadside and bush trails, narrow 

boardwalks and secondary gravel roads to negotiate. The bush cycling was stunning 

and we were told that this is very much a ‘trail in progress’ as they are trying to get 

more and more of the trail off-road. The Treetop Walk was included in our 

itinerary. Congratulations to Jeanette, Trevor and Julie for making it up to the top of 

the lookout. Most of us had wobbly knees by this stage!  After arriving in 

Greymouth, again very wet, we were offered changing rooms and towels at 

Monteiths Brewery to prepare ourselves for the Tranz Alpine train trip to 

Christchurch. 

   

 There were a few spills on the trails, fortunately nothing that was too serious.  But it 

makes you very aware that no matter how many miles you cycle, there’s always 

something to trip you up.  I’m sure we all learnt new skills on these trails. 

   On the trip were Sandra Rogers, Helen Chitty, Jeanette Prier, Julie & Trevor 

Kearse, Dorothy Symes, Margaret Lankow, friend Janice O’Brien, and  myself.  

Great friendship and company.  Gosh, we did travel some miles! 
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  PACK TALK MAY 2018 
 
 

 

Some people call me crazy. I prefer the term happy with a twist.  
 

Do we hear the sound of wedding bells? Yes, we do. It's another club 
romance with members Diane Harries and Royce Johnson setting Saturday 
28 July for their wedding day. Congratulations to you both. 
 

Nelson Lakes National Park was a magnet this summer just past with three 
club groups doing multi-days there, including the Travers-Sabine circuit, 
Angelus hut and Waiau Pass. The Travers Valley walk was thick with Te 
Araroa Trail walkers all with interesting tales to tell, including Ra, a Maori 

with a full-face tattoo. 
 

When Dee Ess and team arrived at Angelus, John the warden gave them an 
informative note left by Graham Sutcliffe and colleagues a few days earlier. 
 

The Tararuas were also alive with the sound of trampers at Easter as our 
team which set out for Dundas hut found. Poor weather thwarted their 
efforts to complete the planned circuit and a couple of our members regretted 
not bringing a sleeping mat as hut bunks were over-subscribed. 
 

Pine pulling 2018 was a great weekend for the seven clubbies who joined 10 
from Hutt Valley TC and 3 DOC rangers in March. Not a lot of trees pulled 

despite the dragnet over a big area -- 330 or 16 and half for each person. 
 

Counting candles … we have it on good authority that the Earle of Turner 
turns 80 in June. 
 

Better in the dark? Not when it comes to selecting your change sandals. 
Tracey Hooper found after the Marton Sash and Door tramp she'd brought 
along in her change gear two right hand feet. 
 

It's her again (Tracey) hogging this column, this time as the only person to 
get stung by a wasp on the Travers-Sabine epic in March. She was stung 

while on the toilet so you can guess what part of her anatomy suffered.  
 

And it's her yet again … this time causing a stir by bringing along a Mills 
and Boon book on the T-S which encouraged her track mates to speculate on 
scenarios we could write for future M and B yarns. 
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No one would accuse Dick Mitchell of being one-eyed but he certainly has 
one very good eye after a successful cataract operation.  
 

Tummy talk on the Mt Taranaki circuit tramp ... 

Dorothy Symes: "I left my muffins on the bench (at home)." 
Cherry Channon: "To share with us?" 
Dorothy: "No." 
Cherry: "Then we don't care!" 
 

You Dirty Dog! Johnny Channon might have said that when he fell while 
crossing the stream near Waiaua Gorge hut and lost his Dirty Dog sunnies. 
 

A newcomer phoned Esther Williams on the off-chance, asking if she could 
join the Taranaki mountain trip. One small problem though: “No, I don’t 
have any boots.” Pity. 
 

Essentials for February’s South Island bike trip included curling tongs. No 
helmet hair for one smartly turned-out Tuesday biker. 
 

As some of the BOMBS grow older, they grow bolder. Unfortunate events 
include a whacked jaw, bung shoulder, pedal-shin, falls and bruises, visits to 
osteopaths. The medicos in the group had better stick around.  
 

Nevertheless, South Island bikers returned with bulging thigh and calf 
muscles after exploring tracks in Otago and Westland. A few wet and windy 
days, a crash or two, but mostly fine and sunny. Smiles all round and 400km 
in the saddle.  
 

Confidence diminishes when a tramp leader is heard to say “Yes, well, um -- 
I nearly remember the way.” 
 

Dorothy, wondering what on earth was wrong with her bike, somehow 
successfully managed to cycle from Liverpool Street to the I-Site with her 
front wheel turned right round, facing backwards. Blonde Joke of the Year – 
or admiration for extraordinary trick-cycling? Who can beat that? 
 

Iron-Gut Ridgy Lythgoe, known for his fondness for chillies (“and the hotter 
the better”) almost came undone when harvesting the first of his crop. HOT-
HOT-HOT – hurried gulps of cold milk to soothe the fire. 
 

Shane Wilson was so conscientious in guiding Dorothy over rough bits of 
the Mt Taranaki circuit track that he was dubbed her "care-giver." Dorothy, 
meanwhile, broke her 11 hour record set on the Jumbo circuit by clocking up 
11:30 on one leg of this track. 
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We wish Jenni Scott all the best for a full recovery after her medical mishap 
at Nelson after an outing on the Old Ghost Rd. Also Peg Walsh after an 
operation. 
 

"I've had bigger ones but it was enough" -- Bruce Thomas on the shock he 
received after inadvertently grabbing an electric fence.    
 

Roger Kealey learned the hard way that putting your Camelback in the 
freezer overnight is not such a good idea when you want to use it the next day. 
 

A hard lesson also for Adrian Pike. On his first Wednesday outing he got left 
behind after a toilet stop in Levin. The van went 10km down the road before 
he was missed. He coped well, for when they returned he was chatting 
happily with a coffee cart lady. Adrian took all this very well but would he 
return the following Wednesday? He didn't. But he did eventually make an 
appearance. 
 

The ever-resourceful Cherry Channon wondered as they motored back to 
pick up Adrian: "I wonder what he's got in his lunch?" 
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Jokingly dubbed by his colleagues "the special one" on the four-day Ruahine 
tramp in February, Mark Sutherland turned out to be very special indeed as 
far as Dee Ess was concerned. Against all expectations, he found the half of 
Dee Ess' walking pole which had come off on the track down from Toka trig. 
 

Sometimes you just luck it! The Ruahine Romp Four certainly did when 
they completed their trip at the wrong road end but met a group of trampers 
including Tim who was a river safety instructor for us at Bulls last 
November. They took us to our van, saving us a tedious road walk of some 
6km. 
 

"Friendship is more important than money" -- hairdresser and philosopher 
Graham Sutcliffe. 
 

That's an experience no one wants to replicate! Tracey Hooper woke up in 
Waikamaka hut when the guy next to her (not a clubbie) vomited. He was so 
smashed from pre-bed drinks that he didn't come to, just lay in his own mess 
while Tracey hastily shifted beds. 
 

Mike Miller is usually a cheerful chap but he put on his "dismayed face" for 
a Wanganui Chronicle article about kerbside crate recycling getting canned. 
 

Great to see Mangaturuturu hut figure in the January issue of Wilderness, 

with writer Shaun Barnett noting that "there's something immensely 
appealing abut a hut located high on a mountainside, with excellent views, 
beside the comforting shelter of the surrounding bush, and with the sounds 
of a nearby burbling river." 
 

E bikes are really in -- even Ridgy, Esther, Don K, Jeanette M, and Julie K 
now have one! (Julie had previously been heard to declare she would get one 
when she got old!!!) 
 

We expect that Dick Mitchell did enjoy basking in the attention his 80th 
birthday attracted but he was a bit nonplussed when the choir sang happy 
birthday one month early. 
 

Opera buffs Esther Williams and Jacky Evans weren't satisfied with seeing 
opera at our local movie house. No way. So they went off to New York to 

see it live at The Met. Esther's response to Madam Butterfly -- "superb!" 
 

Brian Sixtus assures us he has no use for the bra and tights left at his place by 
a member of Brian Doughty's group in March. 
 

The Wednesday team was ready to go but one member was standing 
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patiently outside the toilet waiting for someone to come out. It was a long 
wait for Graham Sutcliffe as the toilet was empty. 
 

We saw a different side of Shane Wilson smiling out of River City Press -- 

Shane the gun table tennis player. He represented NZ veterans in a test 
against Australia veterans at Easter. But table tennis is tough on the legs and 
Shane aggravated a dodgy ankle which saw him hobbling when he went out 
the following Wednesday. 
 

Ridgy also hit the media when the Wanganui Chronicle recorded that his 

images of Antarctica and of tramping trips to remote places had been gifted 
to the Alexander Turnbull Library. The article included a photo of a young, 
bearded barely-recognisable Ridgy. 
 

The short walk into the club hut for its 60th birthday was enlivened by two 

spectacular falls, but fortunately no injuries. First, Reti Pearse earned 
admiration for his acrobatic recovery after slipping on a rock, then Pipa 
McLay got a wetting when she tumbled on a stream crossing. 
 

"After you turn 70 they don't care" --- TV newsboy and philosopher John 
Newton. 
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You meet some amazing folk in the bush. How about the English bloke at 
West Sabine hut who had that day run 70km and was still perky. 
 

Graham Sutcliffe (getting dropped off at the end of a weekend tramp): "If I 

leave anything in there (the van) will you clean it?" 
Tracey Hooper: "We'll shrink it." 
 

Sandals are on the march in our club. Ridgy was the pioneer and for years it 
was just him but lately more people are finding that wearing sandals, 
particularly in summer, is the way to go. An example: On Rozy Rawlinson's 
Wednesday beach walk some eight trampers -- or a third of the 24 on the trip 
-- were sandal-wearers. 
 

A big thank you has come our way from the Whanganui Summer 
Programme organisers for the assistance of various clubbies in the 2018 
programme. Well done, you lot. 
 

Helpful hint: When using a staff or walking pole to help cross a river, push it 

upstream from your feet. 
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Round the Mountain — Waiaua Gorge 

Ruahine Circuit - Tunopo High Point in Background 
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McNabb’s Property Makirikiri Rd 

   Easter Manawatu Gorge 
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Tongariro Moonlight Crossing 

 

Travers Saddle-Travers Sabine Circuit 
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WHAT ELSE DOES PARADISE HAVE TO OFFER? 

 
 By the time you read this we will have celebrated the 60th birthday of the 

Mangaturuturu Hut. The following is an entry in the hut log book which was 
reprinted in 1998 when the hut turned 40. Maybe an outsider has a greater 
appreciation of our hut than we who visit it often.  
 
  January 25 1988 -- Much deliberation took place regarding the question of whether 
we should finish the tramp from Whakapapaiti Hut to the Ohakune Road today or 
stay overnight in this hut. In the end the decision was made to stay and none of us 
regrets this decision. 
  This must be one of the most idyllic settings for a hut anywhere in New Zealand. 
This is like something out of a Tolkien novel. A brooding snow-capped mountain, 
flanked by stands of primeval forest. Ancient moss-covered beeches mingled with 

stunted bushes from a Japanese garden and delicate ferns near the ground. A wooden 
hut with a wood block and axe outside. One might expect a jaunty woodsman to come 
wandering up the path, or a party of elves, tired from a hard day's work in the gold 
mines. 
  The peace is broken only by the rush of the stream and the lyrical song of some bird 
flittering off through the trees. What else does paradise have to offer? One of the most 
astounding sunsets one could ever wish to see. A blood red globe, shimmering at the 
edges, disappearing below a pale misty horizon; piercing rays of light penetrating a 
grey and white and blue sky. 
  For those of you who missed what we experienced -- well, perhaps your chance will 
come. 

  (Signed) TTT 
  Writer unknown. 
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Outdoors News 
Kaiwhakauka track upgraded 
  A mountain bike and tramping trail in the Whanganui National Park has 
benefited from a massive volunteer effort. Volunteer leader Jonathan 
Kennett said a fund-raising campaign called Buck a Bog raised $8100 within 
a week for work on the Kaiwhakauka track which 
runs from Whakahoro to the Mangapurua trig. 
  "The campaign pitch was to get on board at least 
100 bike riders to donate at least $1 per bog. We 
were overwhelmed by the response -- some put in 
more, some less, local businesses also making large 
contributions. It was a fantastic effort by all 
involved," he says. 

  A track inspection revealed 81 bogs and a team of 
volunteers spent several days with DOC staff 
improving the drainage and covering bogs with 
plastic geo tech grids. The long-term plan is to bring this section up to grade 
3 of the cycle trail.  

 

Downes Hut spruced up 
  Taumarunui's Bob Anderson, known as Sideshow Bob, has painted the 
interior and exterior of Downes Hut on the right bank of the Whanganui 
River opposite Atene. DOC operations manager Jasmine Hessell said the 
project has been two years in the making, with Mr Anderson staying at the 

hut for several days to complete the work with paint supplied by Dulux. 
  This is the latest in a series of voluntary painting projects he has completed. 
Previous projects, including Whakahoro Hut inside and out, the interior of 

John Coull Hut and the kitchen at 
Tieke, have won the community 
goodwill section of the NZ Master 
Painters annual awards. Downes 
will be entered in this year's awards.  
   DOC put a new tank in Downes in 
2016 and improved the chimney and 
fireplace and there are also plans to 

reconfigure the interior to make it    
more practical and user-friendly. 

 

 
Downes Hut 

Kaiwhakauka Track 
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Gita pounds Mt Taranaki 
  Cyclone Gita pounded Egmont National Park. Heavy rain and gale force 
winds triggered a large slip that closed a section of the Holly Hut track. The 
slip took out a large area of this track between Jacobs Ladder and the 
Kokowai Track junction.  

  The track closure affected trampers heading to Holly from North Egmont 
and those hiking the Pouakai Crossing and Pouakai Circuit. An alternative 
access to these tracks, via the Ram Track and Kokowai Track, bypassed the 
slip and reconnected trampers to the Holly Hut Track. 
  Syme Hut on Fanthams Peak had a window blown out in the storm.  
  Down south the bridge on the Cobb Valley Road was washed out and it 
was assessed that it would take some time before the road re-opened. This 
valley was the destination for a Brian Doughty-led club trip in late March. 
 

Tramper bankrolls new hut 
  Trampers crossing the Waiau Pass between Nelson Lakes National Park 
and St James Conservation Area will find the new 6-bunk Waiau Hut a 
welcome sight at the end of their 15km trek. The new hut in St James 
Conservation Area replaces the basic 2-bunk Caroline Creek Bivvy. It was 
made possible by a keen tramper who wishes to remain anonymous and the 
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NZ National Parks & Conservation 
Foundation. 
  Foundation chair Denis Marshall says 
the Waiau Hut proposal fitted the donor's 

criteria for funding and a new hut was a 
high priority given the increasing 
popularity of the Te Araroa Trail and the 
need for safer accommodation after 
crossing the 1870m Waiau Pass. 
  This could be the only DOC hut funded  
solely by a living individual, although there have been a few huts funded 
through a legacy such as the Creswick Flat Hut in South Westland. 
 

Possible new Great Walks scrutinised 
  DOC has had a wide response to its call for initial submissions for potential 
new Great Walks, with 30 tracks from across the country proposed. "We 
received an extensive geographical spread of ideas, with 20 walks located in 
the North Island and 10 in the South Island," says DOC's Director of 
Tourism, Recreation and Heritage Gavin Walker. 
  A panel comprising representatives from Federated Mountain Clubs, New 
Zealand Recreation Association, New Zealand Maori Tourism, Tourism 
New Zealand, Air New Zealand, Tourism Industry Aotearoa, as well as 
DOC, has assessed all proposals. 
  The panel identified a number of walks that require further investigation 
and analysis, and DOC is working with the new Minister of Conservation to 
confirm the approach to the next phase and the timing of further decisions.  
 

Fiordland falls re-opens 
  Milford Sound/Piopiotahi’s popular Lady Bowen Falls walk has re-opened 
after being closed since 2002 due to concerns around rock and tree slides. 
The track now bypasses the unsafe 120m section of track by using a boat to 
transport walkers past this section. DOC Te Anau operations manager Greg 
Lind says Lady Bowen Falls has a lot of history and at 162m high is a bucket 
list item for people in Fiordland National Park. 
  The walk begins from the wharf at Freshwater Basin. A boat transports 
walkers across the basin, disembarking on a small pontoon. From there the 

track meanders through native bush then winds up to a spectacular viewing 
area of Lady Bowen Falls, with Mitre Peak visible on the other side of the 
fiord. The return journey, including the boat ride and walk, takes about 30 
minutes and costs $10 per adult and $5 per child.  

New Waiau Hut 
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HAIL TO NORWEGIAN FORECASTER 
By Dave Scoullar 
 The internet can be a wonderful tool in charting a tramping trip and the 
most wonderful method of scoping the weather we will experience is, in my 

view, the Norwegian forecaster www.yr.no 
  When I took a four-day trip into the Ruahine in February I was able to call 
up our huts, Iron Gate, Top Gorge and Leon Kinvig huts, and even Tunupo 
trig which we were going over on the last day. In each case I was able to get 
forecasts, which obviously was very handy in working out our movements. 
  In the past I might have opted for a general forecast for the range from 
Metservice, and I was surprised that the Norwegian forecaster could inform 
me on individual huts and even a trig. How accurate were those forecasts? 
Pretty good overall but the winds on days three and four were much more 
powerful than we were told to expect. 
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WTC Members Phone Numbers 2018 
Adrian Pike 345 1655 / 349 1924  (office) 

Adrienne (Ady) Gilbert 345 2018  

    027 448 9441 

Allan & Shirley Spooner 342 7876 

   021 191 5421 (Allan) 

Andra Beck  021 579 921 

Andrea Bunn 345 8315 / 027 248 9160 

Andrew Milham 343 1970 

Andy Beck  027 566 5554 

Anne Condon 345 4776 

Anne Caseley & Iain Elliot 348 9307  

Anne Fulcher 343 9500 

Ann-Marie Harper 348 4789  

    022 150 5900 

Athol Hughes 06 877 2334 

Audrey Thompson 06 765 5135  

    027 495 2971 

Barbara Francis 348 4720 

Barbara & Jim Gordon 348 9149  

Barry Francis (Marg) 345 3588   

Barry Hopper 345 3969 / 027 489 6227 

Barry & Jillian Pickett 343 1819 

Basil & Tracey Hooper 346 5597 

Benjamin Luff-Scott 347 6357  

   022 693 3212 

Betty Luff 343 7672 

Bev Sinclair 345 1774 

Bevan Chilcott 345 2950 

Blair & Loren Symes 348 7114  

    027 256 4661 

Bob & Maureen McIntyre 344 4868 

Bobbie & Alan Cave 345 6964  

    027 322 9460 

Brenda Baxter 345 9922 

Brenda Collins 342 2818 

Brenda Martin 07 895 4589  

    021 034 8417 

Brian & Rae Doughty 345 1135  

    027 485 7903 

Brian Sixtus 03 525 8515 

Brigette Hund 027 555 8842 

Bruce Stimpson 343 8155 

Bruce Thomas 345 6532 / 021 216 2608 

Bryan Christie 345 3166 

Bryan & Lynley Shaw 342 4710  

    027 444 1045 

Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644  

   021 075 4976 

Catriona (Cat) Mellows  022 199 7321 

Cherry Channon 347 9914  

   027 332 8783 

Chris Rothman 343 7925 

Christine Lace 344 5969 

Christopher (Chris) Maher   

   027 457 9409 

Cindy Maddox 342 9814 

Colin & Beryl Watson 347 6646 

Colleen Saunders-Loder 345 3046 

Darrell Grace 345 7122 

Dave & Alison Brockway 345 8056 

David Beech 343 1357 / 021 068 9649 

David Howard  342 1782 

David Taylor 342 9900 / 027 485 8434 

David Davidson 344 7506 

David Scoullar & Juliet Kojis 343 2836  

  022 095 505 (Juliet) 

Dean Maher & Dawn Smith 343 1998 

   027 472 1104 

Diana McIntosh 342 1895 

Diane Weeks 027 462 9467 

Diane Harries & Royce Johnson 

    343 2222 

Dick Mitchell 344 4406 / 027 485 5741 

Don Kilpatrick 342 1772 / 022 079 2848 

Don & Katy Gordon 345 5300 

Doris Hamling 343 1708 

Dorothy Symes 345 7039 / 027 256 4665 

Doug Allan 021 108 1515 

Earle Turner 343 9848 / 021 040 1555 

Eddo van loenen & family 027 628 9974 

Errol Christiansen 027 453 1647 

Esther Williams 347 8456  

   021 0288 2368 

Frances Barrie 345 4724 /021 766 041 

Frances Gibbons 345 8952 

Fred Verschoor 348 9498 
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George Neil 344 2749 

Glenda Howorth 346 6197 

Glenys & Graham Ellett 346 5323  

    027 634 2788 

Graeme Lythgoe 04 479 6630 

Graeme Wilson 344 1325 

Graeme Aitken & Nikki Wink  345 5100 

Graham Sutcliffe 348 8211 

Hamilton Ngapo & Raewyn Sharrock     

   027 207 7498 

Heather Mackenzie 347 1250  

    022 616 5670 

Helen Adams 345 2066 / 021 107 1620 

Hinemoa Ransom-Boyd & Ed Boyd 

         348 4547 

Howard & Linda Norton 348 9929 

Iain Kirk & Eric Hart 345 6466 

Ian & Sue Haden 345 4399 

Irene Back 348 0586 

Jacky Evans 345 6858 

Jan Pavarno 344 7574 

Janice Handley 342 9808 

Jeanette Maskery 027 897 0123 

Jeanette Prier 345 1651 / 027 366 3290 

Jennifer Garrett 343 7206  

   027 624 2031 

Jennifer Scott 343 6972 

Jennie  Anton 344 2449 

Jenny Molcsan 348 8319 / 027 660 5845 

Jenny Wight  348 7420 / 027 214 8131 

Jill Richardson 343 5561 

Jillian Burdett 021 887 664 

Jiri Krivanek 027 488 6465 

Joan Robinson 344 1141 

Joanne Merson 027 466 6072 

Jocelyn Tarrant 345 2332 

John Glenn 345 8460 

John McClintock 344 2491 

John Mellsop 345 6710 

John Newton 347 2385 / 027 347 2386 

John Vine 344 5819 

John Fox 04 528 3722 

John Kjestrup 347 1945 

John Smith 345 5222 

John & Jan Dunphy   344 2410  

    027 749 0770 

John & Kristen Hamling 347 2734  

    027 825 0852 

Judith Harrison 345 6926 

Julie Hamilton-Gibbs 344 6743  

    027 883 5352 

Julie & Trevor Kearse 345 0142 

June Wills 343 1573 

June & Brian Signal  345 0459 

Kate Jones 343 2310 

Kathy O’Donnell 021 979 164 

Ken Howie 344 4452 

Kevin Gardner 348 4270 

Kevin Ross 348 8471 / 021 246 6306 

Laurel Stowell & Richard Thompson 

       342 5728  / 027 471 4357                                                      

Leonie Symes 345 4029 

Linda Clarke 342 7505 / 021 207 0335 

Linda Hart  027 442 0449 

Linda & Roger Kealey 348 8141  

    021 0270 9423 

Lyneke Onderwater 348 8046  

    021 268 2052 

Lynette Gordon 344 7137  

    021 157 8376 

Lynn Larsen 345 4582 / 021 222 3377 

Malcolm Hutchins 348 4578 

Mandy (Maia, Toby, Sophie) Brooke 

         347 7398  / 022 698 2388                                                       

Margaret Chainey 345 4305  

    027 522 2941 

Margaret Lankow 343 9792 

Margaret Silverwood 343 9252  

   021 024 32165 

Margaret Stratford 343 8067  

    027 227 7957 

Margee Campbell 027 259 1516 

Margie Chiet 344 7972 / 021 114 4518 

Margo Harvey 343 9729 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899  

    021 503 899 

Marie O’Leary 027 807 3560 

Marilyn McGlone & Reti Pearce  
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        343 1418 / 021 204 2723 

Mark Kennedy 343 2402 / 027 757 1888 

Mark Sutherland 342 3733 

Mary Halvorson 344 3821  

   027 555 8991 

Merilea Wainhouse 342 7664 

Michael Cole 344 7275 

Michelle Mackenzie 022 642 9903 

Mike Miller 344 3662 

Mr & Mrs Neil Simpson 

Murray Voss 348 4179 

Murray & Aloise Laing 345 3409 

Neil Farrer 343 6248 

Nelson Tizard 344 3064 

Nick Pyle 345 6959 

Pam Watson 343 8329 

Pat Gallagher 344 2166 / 027 351 2599 

Peg Walsh 343 9386 / 027 379 1778 

Peter Finucane 027 270 5775 

Peter Miller 343 6291 

Peter Wilson 345 0854 

Petra Czerwonka 342 9688 

Philip Kirkwood 348 8314  

    027 348 9707 

Pippa McLay & Derek Barrett 345 5755  

Rachelle Enderby 345 1508  

    027 925 5222 

Ray & Pauline Walton 345 8982 

Richard Rayner 348 9433  

   021 0831 3817 

Ridgway Lythgoe 348 7507 

Robert Lott 342 5732 

Ron Chapman 345 4530 

Rosemary Higgie 342 6817  

   027 305 3871 (txt) 

Ross McBeth 344 6491 

Ross & Maura Skilton 345 6954 

Rozanna Rawlinson 345 4586  

Russell Donaldson 344 2275  

   (349 2741 wk) 

Sally Brotherston 345 6715  

    027 337 5927 

Sally & Stephen Gray 021 382 802  

  027 453 1002 (Steph) 

Sandra Rogers 348 7630 

Sandra Van Der Lubbe 343 7510  

   021 137 2182 

Sandy Gibbard 027 688 1165 

Shane McCulloch 021 614 753 

Shane Wilson 344 5656 / 027 391 8144 

Sharron Prouse 345 8817 

Sherrida Wardle 021 636 420 

Stephen Hormann 343 7156 

Steven Bonis 021 0276 7725 

Stuart & Julie Kelly 343 1616 

Sue McBride 347 1941 

Susan Marr 345 6926 /  027 277 7017 

Susan (Sue) Campion 345 0204 

Suzanne Roberts & Robert Lakeland  

   348 0193 

Timothy (Tim) Stubbs 021 209 7871 

Tony Woodill 345 5398 

Trevor, Angela, Tamara-Claire Stratton 

 345 3717 / 022 309 9440                                                        

Trish Herbert 348 7483 / 021 035 7456  

Valerie (Val) Cowan 345 0456  

    021 264 8882 

Valarie (Val) Wackrow  027 688 8801 

Vicky & Chris Johnson 343 3162 

Victoria & John Kay 345 8190  

    027 688 8190 

Virginia Baillie 345 5650 

Walter Lennox 345 1491 / 027 383 5710 

Wayne Vincent 345 1787 

Wendy O’Malley 027 687 7437 

Winston & Heather Oliver 06 385 4443 

Yvonne Evans  027 307 8780 

Yvonne Nyenhius  027 649 7755 
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WTC Trip Reports 
Taumarunui Weekend 

Sat-Sun 9-10 Dec 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  With a 5:15min tramp on the first day and a 6:30min tramp on the Sunday, this 

weekend was a busy one. Joining with a group from the Taumarunui Tramping 

Club, the Saturday outing was a farm walk close to Taumarunui, going around the 

top of the Lairdvale Valley. We began with a 2km walk up a metal road and onto 

farmland towards the Whatawhata trig, then following the ridge around the top of 

the valley and back to the vehicles, 12km all up. Great views of Taumarunui and 

Manunui and surrounding countryside. 

  There was still time to explore a reserve overlooking the town before enjoying an 

excellent Christmas BBQ with TTC members at the campground. 

  The following day we went to Tongariro National Park, setting off from the Scoria 

Flat car park to join the RMT. Then off-track to the Stanton Memorial, traversing 

dramatic landscapes filled with lava gullies and spectacular waterfalls and 

clambering up a steep gut to the large rock with the memorial plaque on it.  

  Another magical day, this time 10km. A big thank you to the TTC for organising 

the tramps and guiding us.  

  On trip: Shane Wilson, Val Wackrow, Esther Williams, Ken Howie, Peter 

Finucane and Dave Scoullar. 

 

Tongariro Alpine Crossing 

Fri 22 Dec 2017 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Three of our number -- Wendy, Murray and Walter -- made their maiden traverse 

of the Tongariro Alpine Crossing on this the last club outing of 2017. Ridgy picked a 

good weather day and his plan of avoiding the crowd by starting later was also a 

winner. We completed the crossing in 7:25, so it was a cruisey trip, thoroughly 

enjoyed by everyone.  

  On trip: Ridgy and Graeme Lythgoe, Cherry Channon, Wendy O'Malley, Marilyn 

McGlone, Murray Whitlock, Shane Wilson, Walter Lennox, Barbara Gordon, Val 

Wackrow, Dave Scoullar and Jacky Evans (designated driver). 

 

Hauhangatahi 

Wed 17 Jan 2018 

Scribe: Esther Williams 

  Seven people registered to climb Hauhangatahi, something we haven't advertised 

for some time.  The first volcano in the area, it has a brilliant show of alpine flowers. 

Half the route climbs in native forest, the other half in tussock, hence the nickname 

Baldy. 

  Luckily the co-leader googled the area and, to our astonishment, the route 

normally taken behind Erua Backpackers was notified as private land with no 
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permission to cross.  The Department of Conservation had yet to erect a sign re 

Wilderness category beyond.  

  Walking across the railway line is also forbidden.  What about the rail crossing on 

the Old Coach Road?  Ironically we had to cross the railway line on our second 

choice, the Marton Sash and Door.  Our Walking Commission rep has been notified 

of these developments as well as FMC. 

  We did the Sash and Door instead of Hauhangatahi.  But a friend more recently 

climbed the volcano with his son. On their return, their transport was hemmed in by 

a vehicle and horse float. Try another way to the top, was the advice. 

 

Around Mt Taranaki 

Fri-Tue 19-23 Jan 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 The Magnificent Seven got mostly magnificent weather for the five-day 57km jaunt 

around Mt Taranaki. Despite a lousy weather forecast, we had only one day when 

we put on our raincoats. 

  Day 1: From Dawson Falls to Lake Dive hut on the upper track is mainly misty and 

low cloud but there are occasional views of the Taranaki plains. Light breeze only. 

The back markers get to the hut in 4:30hr. Some glimpses of the peak later. Share 

hut with four others. 

  Day 2: A long, hard day over the top track but mostly a clear mountain and lots of 

sunshine. Track is greasy and treacherous in some places and overgrown in others. 

Two have unscheduled dips crossing the last stream before Waiaua Gorge hut which 

the back markers reach in 10:30hr. Hut to ourselves. 

  Day 3: An even longer, harder day mostly through bush and then alongside the 

Stony River with some getting to Holly hut in a record 11:30hr! Again lovely 

weather. Kahui hut lunch stop. A lot of stream crossings and grovelling around and 

under obstacles. Also slowed down by tutu invading parts of the track. Three others 

at Holly. 

  Day 4: It rains hard overnight and we set off for Maketawa hut in mist and drizzle 

which persists all morning. Coats on finally. Stop at North Egmont for lunch and 

coffee at the cafe before taking lower track to Maketawa reached in 7:15hr. Happily, 

the heavy rain warning is a fizzer. Share hut with three others. 

  Day 5: Make an early start and puff up The Puffer in hot sunshine towards the 

cloud-free mountain. Join the around the mountain track at Tahurangi Lodge and 

then on to Stratford Plateau to reach Dawson Falls for a late lunch in 5hrs. After 

seeing few people in our earlier travels there are lots around today. 

  Postcript: My fourth time around this mountain is my hardest despite being blessed 

by the weather gods. A combination of advancing age and deteriorating tracks play a 

part on a circuit where we joke that our progress isn't measured in kms per hour but 

hours per kilometre! A great trip with a great bunch. 

  On trip: Johnny and Cherry Channon, Shane Wilson, Kathy O'Donnell, Val 

Wackrow, Dorothy Symes and Dave Scoullar. 
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Waitahinga Trails 

Sat 20 Jan 2018 

Scribe: Bruce Thomas 

  This was Vintage Weekend and things in Wanganui were all go, no doubt the 

reason for a group of only four for this Saturday trip. 

  Arriving about 9am to an empty car park, Croppers Clearing was right for morning 

tea then a short back-track and down Harry’s Ridge for lunch at the table 

overlooking the dam. 

  The ground was damp on the steep section up to the nail tree but not enough to be 

slippery. The return trip up Tom’s Ridge was uneventful with some drizzle. We did 

meet one couple during the day plus one goat. Great tramping weather for a good 

day was had by Bruce, Graeme Aitken, Barbara Francis and prospective new 

member Susanne. 

  

Waterfall Walk 

Wed 31 Jan 2018 

Scribe and Leader: Diane Harries 

   Where do you go tramping when it’s going to be 30 degrees? Tupapakurua Falls 

Track to the west of National Park turned out to be the right choice! The higher 

altitude and the tree cover provided the cooler conditions we all craved. The native 

bush was pristine, full of soft ferns and mosses and lunch down by the edge of the 

stream was refreshingly welcome. Standing close to the base of the waterfall was like 

a soothing rain shower. World traveller, Ian Kirk gave the walk a six-star rating! 

And I also have to mention the view from the top across to the waterfall surrounded 

by huge native podocarps and tree ferns. A system of buckets of gravel gave hardy 

trampers an opportunity to contribute to the track upkeep by carrying them on to the 

next work station along the track for spreading over the softer sections. The sixteen 

happy trampers finished the day with ice cream at Raetihi. Thanks to drivers Royce, 

Bruce and Dick. 

 

Ruahine Circuit 

Sat-Tus 3-6 Feb 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  On trip: Cherry Channon, Val Wackrow, Mark Sutherland and Dave Scoullar. 

  Ruahine Forest Park is a fickle mistress -- teasing and tantalising, rewarding and 

punishing but in spite of everything is a great place to tramp.  

  Day 1: A leisurely start for the stroll up the Ouroa River past Alice Nash Heritage 

Memorial Lodge to Iron Gate hut sitting prettily by the river in three and a half 

hours walking. The weather is overcast and the track, meandering up and down, is 

mostly in good shape. We are impressed by the number of bait stations -- and we 

will see a lot more before our four days are over. A whio is seen flying over the river. 

Two other people stay in the hut overnight. 

  Day 2: A morning of climbing steadily upwards onto the Ngamoko Range in 

pleasant conditions. We sit on the tops for lunch, enjoy the views over Hawke's Bay 

and ponder our options -- drop down to Top Gorge hut on the Pohangina River or 
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to Longview hut? Getting out from Top Gorge tomorrow may be problematic so we 

opt for Longview reached in five hours walking. A number of hunters come by but 

decide to fly camp elsewhere. Four other people share hut with us. 

  Day 3: It is very windy overnight and the wind is still with us but the track to Leon 

Kinvig hut is mostly protected by leatherwood. We figure where our climb-out point 

from Top Gorge hut would be and are glad we didn't have to take this informal 

route through the leatherwood. The day ends with the steep drop to the hut by the 

Pohangina River in five hours walking. Later there is a big thunderstorm and 

downpour. A pair of whio is sighted just below the hut which we have to ourselves. 

  Day 4: An early start for the climb to Toka trig (1526m) on Ngamoko Range. After 

a rough night, it is misty but not unpleasant for the upward plod until within a few 

hundred metres of the trig when we are hit by furious westerly winds which blow us 

around like rag dolls. We help each other and quickly deciding not to try to go north 

to Tunupo trig, we follow the poled route down Knights track to calmer conditions.  

  Limestone Rd is reached in five and a half hours walking. There we meet some 

trampers who take us to Petersons Rd where our van is waiting, a kind gesture 

which saves us walking some 6km of road. A happy ending to an enjoyable four 

days in the Ruahine. 

 

Mangapapa Station, Waitotara Valley 

Wed 21 Feb 2018 

Scribe: Cherry Channon 

  Despite a grim forecast warning of  the arrival of  Cyclone Gita, 16 adventurers 

arrived at the club rooms at 7am for a tramp into the Waitotara Valley, a trail 

affectionately called the Mistletoe Track on a property owned by Dave Peat. 

  Our resident Waitotara stalwart, Basil, was our “Leading Man” and we collected 

him at the Waitotara bridge. The 49km drive to the Makakaho road end was an 

adventure in itself  with windfall branches and storm debris threatening to derail our 

intention of  reaching the start of  the track. 

  For the first half  hour we walked up a slight incline, a warm-up for the 'biggie' – an 

hour’s climb up a steep, exposed ridge to a shady spot for morning tea beneath 

native trees and a stunning flowering rata.   A jaunty sign proclaimed itself  “Peat’s 

Rest”.   Further on we saw the mistletoe for which the track was named, although it 

was past its flowering time. 

  Our walk continued along steep ridges covered in native bush until we reached 

Rakaumahi Trig (also known as 3H Trig) where we were treated to wonderful views 

of  the Waitotara hills and surrounding countryside, a perfect spot for lunch.  The 

return loop took us past an old musterer's hut and a picturesque lake complete with a 

bevy of  paradise ducks. 

  We all enjoyed an excellent day of  tramping into one of  our favourite areas on a 

beautiful, sunny day. Our thanks to Basil for making it possible. 
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Waikamaka Hut 

Sat-Sun 24-25 Feb 2018 

Scribe: Ken Howie 

   With a good weather forecast four of us arrived at the North Block road car park 

and found it fairly full.  This is the main route to Sunrise hut, a popular Ruahine 

weekend destination, so not surprising. We decided to start out on the Sunrise track, 

at the first saddle turn left and walk down the marked track to the Waipawa River. It 

is strange how the memory forgets the many zig zags and how much altitude is 

gained before this track junction is met, but it was nice to eventually walk downhill 

to the Waipawa river and on to where the river forks. Here we had lunch just 

upstream from the Forks hut. Our branch of the river widened out to be a large 

gravel rocky valley with a small river running down it.  And it is steep, it made our 

initial up-hill track climb seem relatively flat.  

   After an hour-plus of gravel climbing and getting steeper all the way, an orange 

marker showed the end of the valley and the beginning of another hour-plus climb 

up a sort of track climbing steeply through scrubby subalpine shrubs to eventually 

reach the Waipawa Saddle rock cairn and a great view back down the valley we had 

scrambled up. Now a steep poled route led down through eroding bluffs to reach a 

headwater stream with a good rock hopping route down.  It met the Waikamaka 

river with the hut on a terrace above it - a welcome sight after eight hours on the go. 

We had the hut to ourselves until after tea when two young men arrived with no 

cooker and wanted to light the fire. I lit our cooker for them and they ate outside. 

We all went to bed and some time later came a commotion on the top sleeping 

platform:  “Are you awake - you’re vomiting all over your sleeping bag you ***** 

idiot.”  Tracey quickly joined us on the bottom platform. In the morning there more 

vodka bottles than food cans on the porch.  We never saw our visitors awaken, and 

left after breakfast to climb back up to Waipawa saddle. A strong wind was now 

blowing and Atuaoparapara, our planned route, was covered in mist and cloud.  Not 

much use climbing to see nothing, so it was back down to the Waipawa River all the 

way to the car park, stopping at the Forks hut for lunch. The lower Waipawa River 

at normal flow is good travelling with easy crossings and farmland is soon reached 

with a bulldozed track leading out up to North Block road and 2km back to our car. 

With Graham Sutcliffe and me lagging behind, a ute appeared and offered a lift - 

accepted - catching up with Dave Scoullar and Tracey Hooper (lift declined). We all 

arrived back to the car park to end a fine weekend in the ranges. 

 

Iron Gates Gorge 

Wed 28 Feb 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  A team of 13 Wednesday trampers signed on to sample the Stoat Catcher's Track 

in the western Ruahine, a newish lovely bush track which led to the Oroua River 

where we had morning tea and then inspected the short but impressive gushing 

gorge. 

  We then walked up the river, criss-crossing and rock-hopping and scrambling past a 
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slip to a camp site where it was time for lunch. Upstream again to a stream where 

the plan was to scramble up to a track. However, the stream had a large waterfall 

which was too difficult to pass. So it was down the river to the camp site and up a 

track and back to the van in a tick under six hours. 

  We were blessed with nice weather and a lovely river which enticed three people to 

take a quick dip. A bonus was spotting a couple of patches of fully-flowering 

orchids. 

  On trip: Barry Hopper, Bruce Thomas, Cherry Channon, David Howard, Dick 

Mitchell, Dorothy Symes, Graham Sutcliffe, Juliet Kojis, Kathy O'Donnell, Laurel 

Stowell, Margaret Stratford, Tracey Hooper and Dave Scoullar. 

 

Six Discs Track       

Wed 28 Feb 2018 

Scribe: Dick Mitchell 

   Five club members set off for Levin on Sat 24th. Only one of us had walked this 

track before so there was keen interest and anticipation. 

  We left the van at Poads Road behind Levin, strolled over the paddocks and talked 

to the cows prior to entering the bush at the foot of Waiopehu Ridge. 

 One of the ladies led up the ridge at a good pace, all were impressed with the bush, 

the sound of several unseen noisy kereru (woodies), but slightly less so with the 

initial steepness of the track.   However a short hour up and we turned off to the left 

then had a lot of fun following the sometimes elusive orange triangles across to the 

South Ohau River. Track was slippery and steep in places which made the game of 

spot the track marker more fun. Enjoyed a pleasant lunch stop on the banks of the 

Ohau which was running at a slightly higher level than usual.  One braved the 

coolish waters for a swim. 

  Coming back to the van via the lower track we crossed a couple of major windfalls. 

Also met a couple of young ladies who were going to splash their way up to the 

South Ohau Hut.  Ice cream in Levin completed a maiden Tararua tramp for four 

club members all of whom want to explore the area further.  They were Marilyn 

McGlone, Kate Jones, Jiri Krivanek, Adrian Pike and Dick Mitchell. 

 

Sledge Track Linton 

Thurs 1 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Sharron Prouse 

  With Earle driving, 12 trampers left Wanganui at 8am arriving at Arapuke Forest 

car park about 9.30am. We started on the back track as Earle said it was less steep 

than the other (he was right about that). The walk was a gradual rise through the 

bush, very pleasant. A stop for morning tea then on to the top where there were 

great views of the countryside.  

   We had lunch further on and then began the descent down the zigzag to the new 

swing bridge and along the bush track to the swimming hole (we found out later the 

main swimming hole was further on).  Katy and Don Gordon gave new meaning to 

"in boots and all”. Katy led the way, jumping in with her clothes and boots on, with 
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Don following. Barbara Gordon in her swim suit also went in. They all said the 

water was cold but refreshing. We arrived back at the van where Ray gave everyone 

another of his delicious apples. We stopped at Sanson for icecream, arriving back 

about 5 pm. A great day had by all. 

 

Pine-pulling 

Sat-Sun 3-4 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  Seven WTC members combined with 10 from Hutt Valley TC and 3 DOC rangers 

on the Great Pinus Contorta Hunt 2018 in Tongariro National Park. Over the two 

days in which we covered 20km of landscape we killed a total of 330 trees. The 

weather was superb and we enjoyed a great dinner, including venison steaks, at our 

delightful camping spot in the beech trees.  

  Ranger Matt shared stories of the area from a Maori perspective and it was rather 

sad when we had to go home. Make a note to join us in March next year when we 

will again combine with HVTC. We are the last two clubs still pulling contorta. It's a 

great weekend and a chance to take part in a valuable conservation project.  

  On trip: Shane Wilson, Esther Williams, Dave and Guy Scoullar, Teresa Corson, 

Ross McBeth and Juliet Kojis. 
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Nga Tapuwae o Toi (The Footsteps of Toi) Track in Whakatane 

Tues 6 Mar 2018 

Scribes: Di Harries and Royce Johnson 

  If you ever have a chance to visit Whakatane or Ohope, this is a good day tramp 

that will give your legs a good stretch, as well as providing superb coastal views 

followed by beautiful native bushland. Beginning in the township of Whakatane at 

Pohatoroa (the Rock) near Commerce Street, the track takes you up the escarpment 

steps to Hillcrest Road. The track soon passes the top of Wairere Waterfall, and then 

up to Kapu-te-rangi, the lookout on top of the hill where you can get a good idea of 

the extent of chieftain Toi’s dominion. Continue along the track to Kohi Point, the 

headland above the river mouth, and you will find more spectacular views including 

Moutohora (Whale Island) and Whakaari (White Island) out on the horizon.  

  A newly refurbished section of track takes you over the headland and down to the 

beaches around Otarawairere Bay. One little cove is thick with washed up seashells. 

A word of warning at this point is that a high tide will make further progress an 

extremely wet affair, and if it is a full moon tide (as it was when Royce and I chose 

to do this walk), you will have to wait about two hours for the tide to drop low 

enough to get past the rocky outcrops without getting your feet wet. I must admit 

that it was a welcome rest and a very pleasant, shady location for an early lunch. 

After crossing a few sandy coves, the trail takes a turn uphill and over another 

headland before delivering you into West End of Ohope Beach. By this time the 

midday sun was quite hot for the stretch along to Ohope village, and I can still 

remember how much we enjoyed the ice creams under the shade of the huge, old 

pohutukawa trees in Mahy Reserve. 

   The trail now plunges into thick, shady bushland for the climb up through the 

Ohope Scenic Reserve, with a glimpse of the view back out to sea. It was a shame 

we didn’t spot any kiwi shown on the noticeboard there. Crossing Burma Road, the 

trail passes an area of farmland, but soon takes you between a number of puriri trees 

and through bushy gullies. White Horse Drive Junction is the next landmark before 

the last section of trail though Mokoroa Scenic Reserve, which brings you out in 

Whakatane township again. You will probably be a bit tired at this point after the 18 

km walk, and wishing that your car was now at this end of town. We solved the 

problem by stopping in the well-positioned KFC 

for an early feed, and that helped us regain 

enough strength to get back to our motor home 

parked out by the riverside. We had spent eight 

hours on the round trip, but that included a long 

rest waiting for the tide, and a break for ice 

cream. We thought it was an excellent track, 

and recommend it to other trampers. 
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Travers-Sabine Circuit 

7-16 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

  On trip: Cherry Channon, Tracey Hooper, Shane Wilson, Mark Sutherland and 

Dave Scoullar. 

  Describing a nine-day 100km trip could fill a lot of space so this report will be 

confined to an outline of our Nelson Lakes National Park saga. Plenty of sunshine 

apart from a hailstorm on the way to Angelus hut and a cold wind on the second 

day at that hut. 

  Day 1: Arrive at Coldwater hut via water taxi over Lake Rotoiti. The 12-bunk hut 

has 15 trampers overnight, so it's a tight fit.  

  Day 2: Wander up the beautiful Travers Valley track beside Travers River to John 

Tait hut in 6:45. Stunning views of peaks all around. A young Canadian fisherman 

joins us in hut. 

  Day 3: Shorter day to Upper Travers hut (3:30). The location at the head of the 

valley is fabulous. Meet a number of Te Araroa Trail walkers out tramping and in 

hut. 

  Day 4: A big day. Short climb to the Travers Saddle where we linger to take in the 

views including a resident falcon. Then the knee-jarring 1000m descent to West 

Sabine hut in 6:30. 

  Day 5: Dee Ess stays at the hut while the others go on a day trip to Blue Lake hut to 

look at the lake. A wandering warden comes by.  

  Day 6: Down the Sabine Valley -- another stunner -- to Sabine hut in 5:30. The 

three men celebrate with a swim in Lake Rotoroa.  

  Day 7: Biggest day -- 20km in 8hrs. Walk to Speargrass hut and then up Speargrass 

track to Angelus hut. Soggy arrival after getting caught in a hailstorm. See two 

chamois near hut.   

  Day 8: Mostly indoors on the Angelus rest day as there's a freezing westerly wind 

but there are clear views of the peaks and lakes. Wind howls around hut all night. 

  Day 9: Still windy for trek to the Mt Robert car park, reached in 5hrs. As usual the 

views are wonderful. Juliet Kojis picks us up and takes us to St Arnaud for much-

deserved R and R. 

 

Tama Lakes 

Wed 14 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Barry Hopper 

   Departed the clubrooms 7am, arriving at the Whakapapa Village car park 

at 8.45am to overcast skies and cool conditions which was what was forecast, no 

surprises there. 

   We headed off on the lower track to the Taranaki Falls at which, by the time we 

arrived here, there was a light drizzling rain so it was raincoats on and settle down 

for a morning tea at 10am. 

   Having missed Tama Lakes several times in the past few years I was very 

pleasantly surprised by the quality of the walking track and boardwalks and steps 

leading up to the Lower Tama Lake, where you have a quite amazing view of this 
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collapsed volcano which has been filled by rain water and snow-melt over the 

centuries, but because of erosion on the western lip is slowly starting to fill in with 

soil, rocks and debris. 

   The drizzly rain had subsided by this time so after photo opps we headed on up 

the exposed ridge line in quite windy conditions to the Upper Tama Lake which is 

about 1300 metres in elevation. 

   Arriving here right on midday in now quite warm sunny conditions, we hunkered 

down on the leeward side of a ridge and had lunch and enjoyed the fabulous views 

of the lake and Mount Ngauruhoe which was now clearing from the misty clouds 

that had been around for most of the morning. Also having lunch with us were 

tourists from the USA and Australia, everyone just soaking up this amazing vista, 

surely there could be no better place or experience to be had on Earth at this 

time!!!!!! 

   After lunch we headed on down, doing a curium navigation of the Lower Tama 

Lake, hooking up with the round the mountain track and heading back to Taranaki 

Falls where we had our afternoon tea. Yet more international tourists on the RMT 

and at the Falls. 

   After our tea break we headed on back to the Whakapapa Village via the upper 

track with even more international tourists along the route. Once again a very well 

formed track with great board walks and steps. 

   Back at the van, we headed to National Park Village for ice-creams and drinks and 

back to Wanganui, arriving just before 7pm, quite a long day. 

   Enjoying the fabulous day out were  Bruce Thomas, Diane Harries, Esther 

Williams, Helen Atkinson, Kathy O’Donnell, Margaret Chainey, Pippa McLay, 

Royce Johnson and a newby to the club, Josh Youn from Kuala Lumpur. 

   My tramping buddy Graham Sutcliffe stood me up again, so this tramp was led, 

driven and scribed by Barry Hopper. That’s twice Graham, but who’s counting!!!!!! 

   Be careful New Zealand, although not as well known as the Tongariro Alpine 

Crossing, the Tama Lakes is developing an international following.  We don’t want 

this tramp becoming another TAC and ruining our pristine outdoor landscapes. 

 

Takaka 

Sun 18 Mar - Wed 28 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Judith Harrison  

   Eight ladies travelled to Takaka for 10 days. Weather was great, only one very wet 

day. Left money in the shops. So many tracks to do. One day we joined the local 

trampers for a morning walk, and while waiting for everyone to assemble a truck 

pulled up and out hopped Brian Sixtus. What a shock for him as he thought his 

crew were not coming for another couple of days. On our last night went out for a 

meal with them all. When asked where we had been, said ‘you have not touched the 

surface’.  

  Went on a bus out to Farewell Spit and had tea, coffee and a muffin.  

  My thanks to Pam, who did a lot of research, to Helen who took over as Pam was 

unable to go at the last minute (after 18 years), and to Jacky who did a marvellous 

job of driving. To the rest of you, many thanks for wonderful company. 
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  On the trip were Helen Atkinson, Jacky Evans, Jan Parvano, Kate Jones, Margaret 

Lankow, June Wills, Jennie Anton and of course myself. 

 

 

Takaka Trip 

23-29 Mar 2018 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

   Where does one start when reporting on this adventure into what was to be Cobb 

valley and Fenella Hut in the Kahurangi National Park? Leader Brian Doughty was 

ably supported by Brenda Collins who carefully executed the challenges getting us 

there. Brian is happy for me to report on the trip and just as well too as none of us 

would be too certain of the tales he might tell.  

   We had six nights away. Getting started was thwarted by a storm three weeks 

prior, with more bad weather on day one, making that a very long day. Changes to 

flights necessitated an overnight stay in Wellington to catch a flight on Golden Bay 

Air in the early hours.  Destination Nelson: the original plan was for Takaka on 

Sounds Air, calling for two flights. Sight flying - no instruments - not the go with 

doubtful weather and plans had to be changed.  Our new destination was Brian 

Sixtus’s home where he had recently returned after leaving Wanganui. We supped 

coffee while waiting for a shuttle over the storm-damaged Takaka Hill. The shuttle 

took us to the base of the Takaka Hill which had opened for trucks and commercial 

vehicles only two days before. Our wait was nearly an hour; still raining. The 

destruction and devastation to the hill was incredible. Finally we were up and over 

and dropped off in Takaka Valley below. We walked to Brian’s place and were 

treated to hot date scones and a cuppa.  

   Cobb Valley tramp was now cancelled, a bridge having been taken out in the 

recent storm. Despite all influences in his home territory, Brian was unable to get 

our party past, over or around so there we were at Brian’s, staying put. But we were 

in for new adventures every day, and what a week we had.  Here goes –  

   Day 1):  A day tramp up the Kill Devil Track, up one side of the valley on well-

formed tracks in native bush, with magnificent views below. 

   Day2). Another day tramp to Warariki Beach where we were treated to the antics 

of baby seals in their rocky playground. Brian guided us off the beach and up to the 

Puponga Farm Tracks. With fantastic weather along the coast Golden Bay was a 

real sight, extending to the far reaches of Farewell Spit. Brian returned to the van he 

had arranged for the week and drove to the end and walked in to meet us. 

   Day 3). Harwoods Hole in the Caanan Downs reserve. A good hour’s walk to get 

there.  I wasn’t one of smart ones getting too close to the edge, either, Again a treat. 

Back out for lunch after which we set off from Caanan Downs to walk the Rameka 

Track. Again, Brian drove around to meet us. 

   Day 4). A trip to the Waikoropupu Springs. Beautiful bush and walkways for 

tourists who visit  the pristine ‘clearest spring water in the world’. Our next walk was 

Pupu Hydro, built in 1929 and quite a feat in those days. Some time later it was 

closed down and abandoned until a community group decided it could be 
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resurrected. Today the hydro dam, fully restored, supplies power to Takaka and the 

valley, with an annual profit of $100,000 for local community projects. The beautiful 

track through native bush follows and meanders through the waterways to great 

heights, with impressive views – a special experience. 

   Day 5). A day trip to Totaranui, the huge camp site on the coastal track of the Abel 

Tasman Great Walk. On return in the afternoon we took the hour’s walk into the 

Wainui Falls, a great sight. 

   What else did we do? Visited Brian’s ‘local’ in the country for tea one night, only 

open once a week. We met another group of WTC trippers and had dinner with 

them another night. Went fishing at Anatoki Salmon farm and caught nine salmon 

that were filleted and manuka-smoked for us to take home. Enjoyed a lunch on the 

village green, had a brief shopping day and watched the hippies assemble for their 

big Easter meeting, all supposedly sharing their love! 

   We certainly loved our trip.  It was wonderfully hosted by Brian S and prepared 

for at short notice. He raided a hut for extra mattresses, organised a van that Bruce 

had suggested - fascinated by the one million kilometres it had done.   

   Brian, being a Takaka descendant, knew all there was to know and we thoroughly 

enjoyed the history and the tales he told. His passion for the Takaka region was 

evident.  One of his tales featured a wealthy Croatian who settled on the hills, 

encroaching on the environment not only with an ugly castle but also his own power 

station. It is rumoured he purchased his way out of environmental compliances.  

   I conclude with a big thank you from all who enjoyed the experience: Brenda 

Collins, Brian Doughty, Bruce Thomas, Helen Chitty, Barbara Francis, Margee 

Campbell, Craig Lilburn and myself.  I do think Brian enjoyed it all too, despite 

having his vege garden ‘plundered’. We only had one shower of rain on the first day, 

with Golden Bay Weather from then on. A very memorable trip, and thanks again 

Brian. 

  

Tongariro Moonlight Crossing 

Sun 1 Apr 2018  

Scribe: Esther Williams 

  Derek, Pippa, Andy and Esther wanted to walk the Tongariro Crossing in summer, 

without crowds and with a full moon. The first of April fitted the criteria and work 

schedules. With driver Margret, we walked from the Mangetepopo car park to the 

crowded hut. The patio we had to ourselves. Sunset glowed and light faded as we 

dined. The DOC Ranger asked leading questions re our intent, experience and 

equipment. Satisfied, he reported on his role as he saw it: to gain knowledge of both 

Park history and environment. Soon walkers and driver parted at dusk, one to an 

emptying carpark, the others to low-lying mist up to the South Crater. 

   In the mildness, we wore short sleeved tops. At first, the moonlight suffused, drew 

together a concentration of light, then burst out as a ringed celestial body, the 

landscape bathed in surreal shades of light and shade. Beautiful. The Tongariro rim 

stood out whereas Ngauruhoe loomed over us. Derek captured the image. Our 

breathing created mist. The wind rose, cutting and cruel. Near the top of Red Crater, 
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we passed the growing rocky cairn, a sign pointing directions.  The cairn was smaller 

last year! Relief from the cold came from hot vents steaming at ankle level at the top. 

We squatted and warmed up. “I could go to sleep right here,” said Derek.  

   Two climbers without equipment behind us turned back. Sarah, a lone runner 

came and chatted, warning about more joggers in the same party, way behind. 

Without torches, we reluctantly left the bosom of the mountain and picked our way 

down to Emerald Lake, now a sheet of light. Crossing Middle Crater, we noticed 

human glow-worms descending the steep slope. The runners must have been about 

thirty minutes behind the first athlete. Cloud covered the moon, but the light was 

sufficient to see our surroundings without torches. A strong smell of sulphur reached 

us at Blue Lake, all the way from Te Maire fumaroles. Stiff gusts made us put on 

more clothing.  

   A short spell at Ketetahi Shelter to nibble and drink. We picked up three bags of 

day tripper rubbish. A possum lurked by the track. All the way in the tussock, we 

were able to continue without torches. In the mild temperate forest we were back to 

short sleeves. Half an hour before the car park we met Margret. By now it was two 

and our thoughts were of warm rest at Possum Lodge. Mission achieved!! 

  A rough guide to times: 

3pm left Whanganui / 5.30pm Mangatepopo car park / 6pm Hut / 6.30pm left 

hut / 9 pm gained South Crater / 10.30pm Red Crater (rest) / midnight Ketetahi 

Shelter / 2am Ketetahi car park / 3am Possum Lodge.   In future, suggest 1pm for 

leaving Whanganui. 

 

 

Manawatu Gorge Trip 

Mon 2 Apr 2018 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

   It was a cloudy day as Dorothy (leader), Sandra Rogers, Margaret Chainey, 

Wendy O’Malley, Margaret Stratford, Linda Clark, Jiri Krivanek and Ann-Marie 

Harper set off to walk the ever popular gorge track.  We took the Saddle Road to the 

Woodville end, then two of us drove to Ashhurst to meet the group and return with 

them.  

   The track was extremely busy with many families enjoying their Easter day out. 

The track is as pretty as ever, despite the lookout being closed. Still a jolly good 

walk. A number of our group had never been on this track before, making the trip 

even more worthwhile. And of course they made the short diversion to a close-up of 

the spectacular windmills.  

   Finally, there was no café - the bridge café is now closed.  I remembered the Herb 

Farm Café just north of Ashhurst before Bunnythorpe  (signposted right 2km down 

the road) - lovely coffee and icecreams etc.  A special little place with short 

walkways with herb plantings and interpretation boards. No rain in the end and a 

lovely day out. 
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Harekeke Cycleway- cum -Walkway and Beyond  

Wed 4 Apr 2018 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

  It was Sue Haden’s and my turn to lead one of our regular Wednesday walks.   

Fortunately Rozy Rawlinson phoned offering to take us out to South Beach, ending 

at the airport cafe.  A pleasant day, no rain, as 24 of us were delivered to the Lake 

Wiritoa camp ground. Rozy gave an overview before starting the Harakeke 

mountainbike trails and the interpretation board at the start showed all the circuits. 

It certainly wasn’t flat, with many ups and downs to remind us what a tramp was all 

about.  

   After lunch we made our way to the coast and walked among the grasses parallel 

to the surf. Eventually with the tide safe, it was down on to South Beach itself. We 

walked 11km along the beach into what seemed a never-ending head wind.  

Eventually we came off the exposed beach back to the airport café to be refreshed. 

Total length of the walk was 19.8ks.  Thank you to Rozy who knew the route and 

kept us all together and informed along the way. A great day out!!! 

 

Day trip to Mangaturuturu Hut 60th Birthday                                                       

Sat 7 Apr 2018 

Scribe: Bruce Thomas 

  The weather looked good as we neared Raetihi except for a cloud over the top. The 

Ring of Fire round-the-mountain run was on, starting from the Chateau at 4am so, 

to avoid the runners we parked at the Turoa Skifield car park. 

  Starting from up there was a case of negotiating the rocks until a faint track 

appeared which made progress easier as we aimed for Tom’s Garden for a brief stop 

there. Carrying on at the same altitude provided stunning views, even more so than 

over the normal route to the hut via the cascades. We met up with the track well 

past the cascades;  the runners had already been through and were gone. 

  We were soon at the hut and as the cloud had not lifted, the chill outside had us 

assemble indoors for lunch. During lunch President Margret spoke briefly on the 

beginnings of the hut, followed with a toast and some birthday cake. When the 

eating was done the overnighters decided to go on a further afternoon walk. The day 

trippers then began their walk out to the road - half to the Turoa carpark to retrieve 

the van and the other half out to the Wanganui corner where the sun was starting to 

appear.  A wonderful day!!! 

  

Mangaturuturu Hut 60th Birthday 

Sat–Sun 7-8 Apr 2018 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

   What an awesome weekend celebrating a significant milestone for a club that 

continues to  flourish and grow. The building of the Mangaturuturu hut was 

undertaken and opened six years after the WTC’s establishment on 5 April 1952. 

    Our weekend coincided with the Ring of Fire round-the-mountain run. Two 

options were offered:  a day trip or the overnight stay. We had two full club vans, 

one private car and Ohakune member, Peter.  Starting our trek from Turoa Skifield 
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carpark to avoid the RoF event, Basil Hooper led our group of 28 on a side visit to 

Tom’s Garden.  Many know of Tom’s Garden but not so many have been there, so 

that was a treat - thank you Basil. 

   We arrived at the hut at lunch time.  Afterwards Margret acknowledged those who 

had the vision for the hut and saw it through to completion, remembering too the 

conditions they lived and worked in. Photos were displayed and left in the hut for all 

to enjoy and appreciate. Then we enjoyed a celebratory toast and sweet treat. 

   Around 2 pm the 15 day trippers headed homeward over the cascades while 13 

overnighters explored the nearby slopes.  On their return it was tent-erecting time for 

two and happy hour for all. We were treated to special views of clear mountain tops, 

plus a bright orange sunset. The celebration dinner comprised cold cuts and salads 

with hot minted spuds. A big thank-you to the day trippers for helping carry in the 

feast!  A lit-up birthday cake followed and the evening continued with stories and 

banter. Finally it was bed - not late – and up early to the dawning of a bright, sunny 

day. There was time for more exploration of the mountain slopes before a brew-up 

and lunch. Then we were off across the board walk and tussocks, across the 

cascades and up to the skifield carpark, later stopping for coffee at Ohakune. Thanks 

to the drivers and all who helped make this memorable event such a success. 
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TT2 Report 
Thursday, 8th February 

Barbara Gordon led this week’s walk around Bason Reserve and Westmere Lake. 

 

Thursday, 22nd February 

This Thursday we met at Kowhai Park for a walk around Bastia Hill, returning to 

the Pumpkin for morning tea. Some of the group continued up to the Aramoho 

Railway Bridge and back over the Dublin Street Bridge. 

16 people attended. 

 

Thursday, 8th March 

A walk from the BP Service Station in Taupo Quay to Landguard Bluff. 12 people 

attended 

 

Thursday,15th March 

Today we met at Peat Street and went for a walk around Wanganui East. 8 people 

attended. 

 

Thursday, 5th April 

Another popular bus trip up to Aramoho Park, walking back to town via Somme 

Parade and the River Walkway.  17 people attended 

 

Thursday, 19th April  

Leonie Symes led us on a walk to the Glennie’s property, where Sonja Glennie 

showed us the different phases of how a horse is trained. Afterwards we had our 

morning tea at Vonnie Cave’s lovely garden (dahlias and succulents looking great). 

24 people attended. 

 
Footnote – Would anyone like to assist with co-ordinating the TT2 Walks.  There are times 

when I’m away and it would be great to have a backup to help out.  

 

Carolyn Shingleton 

Not being able to swim has saved my life many a 

time because it has prevented me from attempting 

many a bad ford which might prove too deep and 

swift. -- Quotation from the letters of Charles  

Douglas, the Westland explorer 
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RAGING THROUGH THE BUSH 
  

 We've all heard of road rage but experienced trampers have seen similar behaviour 

in the hills. Here are some examples you may recognise. 

  TRACK RAGE: Results from stress boiling up on congested tracks, manifested by 

trampers speeding on open sections and running on the spot in an agitated manner 

when caught behind slow traffic. Another sign is overtaking dangerously in the face 

of oncoming trampers. 

  HUT RAGE: Sometimes seen when trampers arrive at overcrowded huts, often in 

bad weather, and are unable to get sleeping space. Symptoms are throwing gear 

angrily on the floor and muttering about having to go outside and find a billet in the 

bushes. 

  HEAVY PACK RAGE: If you want to see an example of this, secretly load up a 

fellow tramper's pack with rocks and watch the impressive performance, despite 

advanced exhaustion, when unpacking takes place that evening. 

  SORE FEET RAGE: A range of causes include blisters, badly fitting boots, 

slipping socks and allied to an all-pervasive sinking feeling that you would rather be 

somewhere else. 

  WHERE THE HELL ARE WE RAGE: This tends to emerge on clagged out 

ridges, invariably exacerbated by horizontal rain and raging winds. Usually 

accompanied by cold sweats and panic fits. 

  FLOODED RIVER RAGE: Brought about by being forced to cool your heels on 

an inhospitable river bank on day two of a weekend trip, sometimes within a 

tantalising distance of journey's end. 

  ROCK HOPPING RAGE: Freezing feet and/or slippery rocks are a devilish 

combination which often results in unscheduled falls and tantrums arising from wet 

bottom. 

   LEAKING TENT RAGE: Arises from a combination of a dark and stormy night, 

injudicious choice of site and shonky tent erection. Often accompanied by soggy 

sleeping bag syndrome. 

   BURNT PORRIDGE RAGE: Never experienced on a Harry Stimpson trip, but 

sometimes observed when an inexperienced tramper is put on breakfast cooking 

duties. 

  THREE-WIRE RAGE: Somewhat rare but nevertheless an interesting 

phenomenon which emerges when high packs get stuck under struts or trampers lose 

their nerve halfway across. 

  LONG DROP RAGE (1): Common when trampers find the long drop occupied. 

Particularly prevalent in early morning and after hot curry meals. 

  LONG DROP RAGE (2): Occurs when trampers bring the latest edition of The 

Tramper for a bit of light reading at the hut and find themselves mentioned in Long 

Drop's column -- or conversely aren't mentioned. 
Reprinted from Tramper January 1997.        
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WTC Officers 2017 – 2018  
LIFE MEMBERS: 

Neill Simpson,QSM     Dave Brockway         Iain Elliot Dave   Scoullar 

Doris Hamling    Derick Matthews    Colin Watson 

 

FOUNDING MEMBER               Margaret McGuire 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
PRESIDENT                             Margret McKinnon      344  3899 

VICE  PRESIDENT          Bruce Thomas               345 6532 

IMM. PAST  PRESIDENT         Val Wackrow      027 688 8801  

                                                                                                         or 06 212 0910   

 

SECRETARY           Frances Gibbons      345 8952 

TREASURER and  

     COMMUNICATIONS        Dorothy Symes      345 7039                 
 

COMMITTEE:       Cherry Channon   Basil Hooper      Barry Hopper                                                

                                   Mark Kennedy     Dick Mitchell     Earle Turner  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
NEW MEMBERS  Barbara Gordon  348 9149  

TRIP PLANNERS Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

MAPS  Basil Hooper 346 5597 

EQUIPMENT / GEAR Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FIRST AID Juliet Kojis 343 2836 

VEHICLES Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

  Dick Mitchell  344 4406 

FMC/LIBRARY Val Wackrow  027 688 8801  

                                     or 06 212 0910 

LONG TRIPS/VAN USE Margret McKinnon 344 3899 

WAITAHINGA TRAILS Basil Hooper 346 5597 

POSSUM LODGE  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

MANGATURUTURU HUT Barry Francis  345 3588 

PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS  

           POST-ACTIVATION  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

 

MAGAZINE EDITOR     Jeanette Prier  345 1651      jvprier9@gmail.com 

DISTRIBUTOR        Jacky Evans  345 6858   stoned@slingshot.co.nz   

WEBSITE   Diane Harries  343 2222  d.vanillablue@gmail.com 

FACEBOOK   Heather Mackenzie    347 1250  mackenzieheather56@gmail.com 

                                                         or 022  616 5670 
 

WELFARE OF CLUB MEMBERS   

Please contact Sandra Rogers if you hear of illness, hospitalisation, bereavements 

 and the like. Phone 348 7630.  
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Happy 60th Mangaturuturu Hut! 

Margret & Brian doing the honours! 

 

Sender: 

Wanganui Tramping Club 

P.O. Box 7324 

WANGANUI 4500 


